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Today, 17 March 2020, is my first day recording my experience at the University of 

Illinois amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. The severity of the impact that this has had 

on our semester cannot be overstated; not only have all university events been 

canceled, including the Class of 2020 commensuration, but students have been 

asked to evacuate campus directly by the Chancellor and Vice President of the 

University through E-mail, and face-to-face learning has been suspended 

completely and replaced with the “distance-learning” program, with classes now 

functioning using online video platforms such as Zoom. Thankfully, the university 

provided a “Continued-Housing” form due by Wednesday, the 18th of March, 

which grant an option to remain on campus for the remainder of the semester but 

necessitates a list of reasons to justify that decision. As an international student I 

decided to remain on campus as the environment is much more suitable for study, 

different time-zones would be a severe issue to tackle if I returned to the UAE, and 

I would miss access to vital facilities such as the university library. I completed the 

form today and will likely have to relocate to a nearby dorm hall, as the one I am 

currently in will shut down its operations starting March 28th. I am currently in 

Spring Break, and as of today, there have been no confirmed positive cases of 

COVID-19 on campus; however, with cross-city movement from Chicago increasing 

in the coming days, as well as increased testing underway, most students are 

precautionarily expecting a case to arise, and are taking the most extreme sanitary 

measures necessary. Restaurants and café sit-ins have been closed on Governor 

Pritzker’s demand, and only work for to-go orders. Markets are operating normally 

but are consistently out of stock of many vital health-care products, such as hand-

sanitizers, disinfecting wipes, and toilet paper; however, the university dormitories 

thankfully provide these materials. There is an air of volatile uncertainty; however, 

I still believe things are under control on a larger scale. 


